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Introduction 

A couple of weeks ago, I came across an article by Jan Currie and others at Murdoch called 
'Sacrifices in Greedy Universities: are they gendered?' The authors used Coser's concept of 
the 'greedy institution' to describe the hold which universities have over their staff. In their 
article they detail the range of personal and professional sacrifices made by staff in their 
study in order to be part of their university culture. Coser defined a greedy institution as 'one 
which makes total claims on its members and seeks exclusive and undivided loyalty from 
them' (1974, quoted in Currie et al, 2000). Currie et al go on to paraphrase Coser's theory, 
saying "... such institutions do not themselves coerce participants into total 
commitment. Rather there is something about their nature which attracts voluntary 
compliance"(270) (emphasis added). They go on to briefly illustrate the phenomena, side-
stepping the critical possibilities which this throw away line presents. 

It seems to me that the work of Foucault on governmentality and technologies of the self 
provides an excellent theoretical framework with which to interrogate the 'nature' of 
institutions, and how indeed they attract this 'voluntary compliance'. Foucault's usefulness in 
this regard is of course not confined to universities. 



It is Foucault's work on technologies of the self as a means of self-governance which I will 
use in my investigation of the politics of professional development in universities, in 
particular a women's research development program which I manage, called 
WomenResearch 21. I have chosen this as a site of investigation because I find the work in 
which I am engaged in this program highly problematic. This is because of the often 
contradictory subject positions which I occupy in the program, and which the women also 
occupy. 

In the paper I argue that professional development for academic staff should be seen as a 
form of 'technology of self'. These are devices by which we govern ourselves-as Gauntlett 
puts it, the "... ways in which people put forward, and police, their 'selves' in society, and 
ways in which they are enabled or constrained in their use of different techniques by 
available discourses" (2000). 

It is difficult when discussing 'technologies of the self' to perceive them as anything but 
negative. We attach negative connotations to the suggestion that our so-called choices as 
individuals are constrained by the discourses available to us, that we internalise these 
discourses and police ourselves so comprehensively in all spheres of our lives. This is not 
what Foucault intended. Foucault attached no such value judgement to these technologies. 
Technologies of the self are merely devices by which we patrol the boundaries of our selves, 
and can be both constraining and enabling. 

The discourses within which technologies take shape have within them the condition of 
possibility of a productive or enabling strategy, the foundations for resistance (Foucault, 
1980). While his early work is sometimes criticised on the grounds it denies the concept of 
agency or the autonomy of subjects, his later work places freedom and autonomy as central 
components of his critical project (O'Leary, 2000:5). This is I believe an important distinction 
to note in a discussion of the political meanings of Foucault's work. 

In other words, immanent within the discourse of professional development is the basis for 
multiple points of resistance to the dominant conception of 'the good worker', or in the case 
of this paper, 'the good researcher'. 

WomenResearch 21 

WomenResearch 21 is funded for two years with a grant from the former Committee for 
University Teaching and Staff Development (CUTSD). The aim of the program is to help 
beginning and early career women academics establish research careers. Women 
participate in the program for 12 months during which time: 

*they undertake a research project of their choice under the guidance of a research adviser 

* attend a series of seminars on research related topics, and 

* receive a small research grant. 

The plan is that at the end of the 12 month period, participants will have achieved some 
tangible research outcome in addition to skills, information and contacts with which to build 
their research careers. 

The project also provides a platform from which women researchers can lobby on issues of 
concern within the university. For example, earlier this year we made a significant 
intervention into the preparation of the University's Research and Research Training 
Management Plan (RRTMP). 



Creating researching subjects: WomenResearch 21 as 'technology of the self' 

Within a Foucauldian framework, WomenResearch 21 is engaged in the explicit and implicit 
task of creating the researching subject, of seeking to impose and internalise the discipline 
of the good researcher. 

The technologies are clearly at work however before women join the program. Women self-
select into the program, that is, women are under no (external) compunction to participate-
they sign up on a voluntary basis. We were able to fill our quota of 20 places in 2000 without 
difficulty, and have a number of women hoping to join the program in 2001. At the end of the 
program when we come to evaluate its 'success', one of the measures we will highlight will 
be the low attrition rate. 

Why are women so willing to commit to the program? Certainly at UNSW -one of the GO8 
universities with a strong research focus-being a good academic means being a good 
researcher. It is clear that all academics, but particularly those in insecure short-term jobs 
experience extreme external pressure to perform. Women in the program report being told 
that 'if you don't publish your contract won't be renewed'. Also at work however is the acute 
but perhaps subconscious perception that there is no other subject position to hold if they 
want to stay at UNSW. There is currently no other subject position which academics at 
UNSW can occupy other than that of the good researcher, or one who aspires to be the 
good researcher. 

On one hand I might comment here that their choices are constrained and shaped by the 
discourses available to them within the University. However that would be to imply they had 
choices, a suggestion which is problematic for this group of women. Academics-but to 
restate my earlier point, particularly women at the bottom of the greasy pole-are in relations 
of force within the University, and as McCallum points out in her discussion of Foucault, the 
notion of consent in relations of force is a problematic one for feminists (McCallum, 
1996:94). 

Many women compare themselves to the model of 'the good researcher', perhaps 
personified in the form of one of their colleagues, and find themselves wanting even when 
their performance is comparable. Women repeatedly articulate a sense that they should be 
more productive as researchers than they are. However, running like a thread within this 
narrative of 'coming up short', are expressions of resistance to the dominant conceptions of 
what constitutes a good researcher. This resistance is expressed in a variety of forms: in 
relation to Department of Education Training & Youth Affairs (DETYA) or UNSW's research 
performance indicators; and in relation to such issues as how one does research, with whom 
one does research, when one does research, where one publishes or disseminates one's 
research, the primacy of teaching as the work of academics, the proper place of research 
within an academic job, and in relation to the ways in which research funds and 
opportunities are distributed within the organisation. 

The paradox is evident in that while striving to perform to the standards of 'the good 
researcher' (or now 'the employable academic'), women continue to challenge (both publicly 
and privately) the validity of these standards and to critique the basis on which these 
standards are founded. 

How is 'the good researcher' given expression in the University? A most blatant 
manifestation is taken from a proposal made during the recent drafting of the University's 
Research and Research Training Management Plan. In June of this year, all universities 
were required to provide a new plan for DETYA which would form the basis of future 
research funding. The Deputy Vice Chancellor (Research &International) and the Working 



Party he chaired, decided to append to the Plan a list of all staff, designated 'research active' 
and a list of those designated 'research inactive', according to a set of criteria agreed upon 
by the GO8 universities. At WomenResearch 21 we called this list 'the shame file'. The 
proposed list invoked both a sense of inadequacy in some of the women and a sense of 
outrage in all of them. At a meeting we called to discuss the proposed list, the women 
drafted a stinging critique of the proposal. In response to our intervention, the list idea was 
dropped. 

Through debates within WomenResearch 21 on such issues as the shame file, the program 
has provided a forum for the development of an increased consciousness around the 
operation of systemic or indirect discrimination against women and a site for resisting the 
most blatant expressions of the relationships of force between the University and its more 
junior women staff. 

There is a further paradox in that at an institutional level, the women's participation in the 
program identifies them as 'serious' about their research, a demonstration of how they 
actively strive to be the good researcher. This impression is conveyed and applauded while 
the program simultaneously works to deconstruct the notion of the good researcher. This 
work is done both actively through interventions such as the one described earlier, and more 
subtly through the mere existence of our program and the congregation of women around 
the program. 

Part of the discipline of the good researcher is entering in good spirit into the power 
relationship embodied in the relationship between research student and supervisor, or 
between research mentor and mentee. Foucault argues that all relations are power relations, 
not in the sense of power as all-encompassing and coming from above, but as a set of 
relations within all types of relationships (1980:94). Relations between student and 
supervisor/mentor and mentee operate as " 'local centres' of power-knowledge", "...they are 
in fact boundaries demarcating differential power relations between subjects" (McCallum, 
1996:92) One of the functions of these centres is to model and reinforce the discipline of the 
good researcher. For some students or mentees, this relationship should more correctly be 
defined as a state of domination, drawing on the distinction made by Foucault in his later 
work between those states where the players are in a position to exercise their freedom 
('power relation') compared to " ... those in which the power relation is fixed to such a degree 
that the possibility for subjective choice is almost non-existent" (state of domination) 
(O'Leary, 2000:5). 

Putting aside for the purposes of this paper the relations of power between the participants 
and myself and my colleague as the program coordinators, I would argue that through the 
program we have constructed another local centre of power-knowledge regarding research 
within the University which we use to challenge the boundaries and power differentials 
between women researchers and the University. Even though the program is temporary, and 
our position fragile, our 'status' as a local centre of power-knowledge-as somewhere which 
offers an alternate 'take' on what's happening with research- is implicitly recognised by the 
influence we have exercised on one or two occasions. I don't want to overstate our 
significance here, but to try and account for the unusual position the program occupies 
within the university. I also want to stress the program builds on a history of agitation by 
women academics around issues for women in research. The discourse of resistance and 
challenge is therefore well-established in the University, whilst its material form comes and 
goes. 

The current climate of accountability and performativity has led to the definition of 'the good 
researcher 'in terms of research outputs (see for example the active/inactive list), but sitting 
just behind these performance measures is a set of qualities and behaviours which the good 



(read 'successful') researcher is supposed to exhibit. These qualities include selfishness 
around research time ('Just say NO'), protectiveness about research ideas, competitiveness 
for grants, minimisation of time and effort invested in teaching, developing skills and 
investing energy in self-promotion and networking locally and internationally. These are the 
qualities which both form part of the discipline but which many women in the program 
continue to resist. I note in passing that Foucault's work on the ethics and care of the self-on 
how one should behave in the world-are pertinent here, but that is the subject of another 
paper. 

The resistance that women make to the discipline too can come to form a 'technology of 
self'. Women become constrained by an alternative discourse, to account in this case for 
why they are not more productive researchers. We can see here an example of how the 
resistance is always immanent within the discourse. To illustrate the point, there is a position 
some women assume which goes something like this: "we are too committed to our students 
to be selfish about our research time". This alternative discourse traps women into a 
particular pattern of behaviour which reduces their sense of their own agency, and their 
capacity to conceptualises alternative ways of thinking and behaving. 

There is a paradox too in the means by which the program will be evaluated. We would be 
pleased if we were able to use quantitative measures to demonstrate the success of the 
program. These measures would fall within the framework of dominant conceptions of what 
being a successful researcher looks like (finishing your Ph.D., publications, successful grant 
applications and the like). This would be the most convincing evidence to present to the 
University Executive to get ongoing funding for the program. 

In talking about evidence in these terms, I become acutely aware of the ways I navigate 
between sometimes conflicting subject positions. As a theorist exploring these issues, I see 
the problematic nature of pandering to a liberal discourse that with appropriate support and 
development, individual women can get ahead on the basis of their own efforts. As the 
manager of the program who wants to see women researchers supported, I seek out 
performance measures which would place the program in the best possible light in 
institutional terms. 

There is within this however, scope for articulating alternative indicators of the program's 
effectiveness of a more qualitative nature, such as participant's construction of themselves 
as a 'researcher'. It is indeed ironic, however, that whether we use research outputs, or 
qualitative measures of self-perception as performance indicators, in either event what this 
kind of evidence most effectively demonstrates is the extent to which the program has been 
successful as a technology of self, as a means of further embedding within participants the 
discipline of 'the good researcher'. 

While the program seeks to inculcate the discipline of the good researcher, it simultaneously 
works to disrupt the conceptions on which the good researcher is based; but the program 
could also be construed as establishing a set of force relations with which to ensure 
maximum possible containment of any resistance to the discipline. Those who really resist 
don't join our program! 

Concluding comments 

Through WomenResearch 21, we are engaged in the process of fashioning a researching 
subject. Women are drawn to this project because they too-like the subjects in Currie's 
study-want to participate in the culture of their institution. What gets fashioned in this 
process are particular ways of doing research, notions of when and how you do your 
research, and who you do it with. 



Women's choices as lower level academics are severely constrained by the discursive and 
non-discursive practices of the institutions. Yet within the discourse of self improvement and 
the good researcher, the foundations exist for resistance to the conception of the good 
researcher. The program provides a means by which those resistances can be articulated. 

Of course in playing out the roles simultaneously as one who desires to be the good 
researcher, and one who resists or deconstructs the discipline, I and many of the women I 
think, find ourselves constantly moving between subject positions. The program can not offer 
women a completely alternative model of academic life, but through the program we can 
make relative the model of 'the good researcher'-the dominant model of a (successful) 
academic life. 

This applies equally to the positions my colleague and I running the program occupy 
institutionally-on one hand, we are the agents of management as 'professional developers', 
and on the other, a 'local centre' where women can articulate a critique of the dominant form 
of academic life. 

At an individual level, the program can challenge the standard technologies of self and their 
effects and women can work together to develop a stronger sense of agency, and a 
heightened reflexivity of the nature of the research enterprise. At an institutional level, 
through the centre of power/knowledge created through the program, we can challenge the 
dominant conception of 'the good researcher'. 
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